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periments [ 1 ]. The phenomenon of rising total cross 
sections is familiar in hadron-hadron collisions, 
where the measurements extend up to energies of 
1.8 TeV. Depending on the specific model of high 
energy photon-proton collisions, the total cross sec- 
tion is predicted to lie in the range from 145 #b to 
760 gb at 200 GeV [2]. In this letter we report an 
initial measurement of O'tot (~p) in the centre of mass 
energy range 186 GeV to 233 GeV [3]. This mea- 
surement has been made with the ZEUS detector at 
the electron-proton collider HERA at DESY. 
2. The method 
photoproduction cross section is energy independent, 
and use aT(y) -~ trtot (Tp): 
a(ep) = a ~--~ atot (Tp) 
Ymax 
x /  ( l+(1-y)21nQ2ax(Y))  2mi n(y) (3, 
Yrain 
Thus by measuring the total ep cross section in a given 
y interval, one obtains the total 7p cross section. The 
integration must also take account of the apparatus 
acceptance. The centre of mass energy of the ~p system 
i sW= v'-d= 2~.  
Neutral current ep interactions are described by the 
exchange of a neutral gauge vector boson with q2 = 
_Q2, where q2 is the square of the momentum trans- 
fer between the initial and final state electron. If the 
scattering angle of the final state electron is small, Q2 
is small and the exchanged particle is an almost real 
photon. In this way, ep reactions at very small 0 2 can 
be used to measure the photoproduction cross section. 
The observed ep cross section is related to that for yp 
by the formula 
d2a(eP)dydQ 2 _ 2-nQ-2a 1 (1 + (ly-y)2trT(y, Q2) 
+2(1 - y)aL(y, Q2)), (1) 
where, for small scattering angles, y = (Eo -E')/Ee. 
Ee and El are the energies of the incoming and out- 
going electron in the laboratory frame, and aT and aL 
are the 7p cross sections for transversely and longitu- 
dinally polarized virtual photons, respectively. 
The acceptance ofthe apparatus confines our study 
to outgoing electrons whose energies and scattering 
angles correspond to a mean Q2 of 6 × 10 -4 GeV 2. It 
has been shown [4,5] that for such low Q2, O'L can be 
neglected and aT (y, Q2 ) ... O'T (y). Integrating over the 
Q2 range from 2 2 2 , Qmin = mey Ee/Ee to Q2max ~ 2 x 10 -2 
GeV 2, we obtained with these assumptions 
da(ep) a 1 + (1 -y)2ax(y) lnQ2ax(y)  
dy - 2n y Q2min(Y ) . (2) 
Finally we assume that in the limited range of scat- 
tered electron energies used for this study, the total 
3. HERA operation 
During its first running period, HERA operated 
with 26.6 GeV electrons and 820 GeV protons. Typ- 
ical beam currents were 1-2 mA for each beam and 
were measured with inductive coils. Ten electron 
bunches collided with ten proton bunches. The time 
interval between consecutive bunches was 96 ns. An 
additional electron bunch, the pilot bunch, did not 
collide with a proton bunch, but was used for back- 
ground studies. Since the electron bunches were much 
shorter in length than the proton bunches, the length 
of the interaction region was defined by the proton 
bunch length, and was typically 4- 20 cm around the 
interaction point. 
4. The experimental setup 
The ZEUS detector is shown in fig. 1. Charged par- 
ticles are tracked by the inner tracking detector sys- 
tem, comprising a vertex detector, a central tracking 
detector (consisting of cylindrical drift chamber lay- 
ers), planar drift chambers in the forward and rear di- 
rections, and transition radiation detectors in the for- 
ward direction. Of these, only the central drift cham- 
ber was read out in the present running. In this work, 
we define the forward and rear directions to be those 
of the proton and electron beams, respectively. 
A thin superconducting solenoid surrounding the 
inner tracking detector produces a magnetic field of 
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2. 
are the luminosity monitor, the uranium calorimeter, 
the central tracking detector, and the C5 counters. 
-2  
i i i i J i i i i i 1 i i i 
70 m 5 co b -5 co 
(a J  
-x  (m] 
r-r-rn Beam Magnets 
0.4- 
-  ll lllfl ml  
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0 50 100 -z  [m/ 
fb )  
Fig. I. The ZEUS apparatus: (a) side view, (b) top view of 
the luminosity monitor in relation to the interaction point 
(x = z = 0) and the electron and proton beamlines. GDET 
and EDET refer to the photon and scattered electron (e') 
detectors in the luminosity monitor; GDET and the pro- 
ton beam line are vertically separated. Other parts of the 
apparatus are described in the text. 
1.43 T in the centre. A uranium-scintillator calorime- 
ter encloses hermetically the solenoid and inner track- 
ing detectors. The magnetized iron yoke surrounding 
the calorimeter is instrumented for use as a backing 
calorimeter and muon detector. In the forward di- 
rection, iron toroids and tracking chambers reinforce 
muon detection. Downstream of the main detector in 
the proton direction, six measuring stations are in- 
stalled in the proton ring for detecting forward scat- 
tered protons. Close to the beamline upstream of the 
main detector, photon and electron detectors are in- 
stalled to measure the luminosity and to detect small 
angle electrons. 
A set of scintillation counters (C5) partially sur- 
rounds the beam pipe behind the rear part of the 
calorimeter. This serves as a monitor of the timing of 
both beams and detects background events generated 
upstream of the detector by the proton beam. 
The components u ed for the present measurement 
4.1. The  luminos i ty  mon i to r  
For the luminosity measurement, the bremsstrah- 
lung process ep ~ e'yp is used, because it has a large 
and precisely known cross section. Its experimental 
signature isa coincidence of a photon and an electron 
at small angles to the electron beam direction, with 
energies adding up to the beam energy: E" + Er = Ee. 
The ZEUS luminosity monitor [6] consists of a 
photon and an electron branch each equipped with 
lead-scintillator electromagnetic calorimeters (fig. 
lb). Photons emerging from electron-proton i ter- 
actions at angles 0r ~< 0.5 mrad with respect o the 
beam axis leave the proton beam pipe at a distance 
of 92.5 m from the interaction point (IP) and hit the 
photon calorimeter (GDET) at 107 m from the IP. 
In front of the photon calorimeter, a two radiation 
length (2X0) carbon filter is installed to absorb the 
large flux of synchrotron radiation photons. An air 
filled threshold Cerenkov counter is placed between 
the filter and the photon calorimeter to tag events in 
which a photon has converted in the carbon filter. 
Inside the calorimeter, at a depth of 7 X0, a position 
detector made of scintillator fingers measures the 
horizontal and vertical position of the photon with 
an accuracy of about 2 mm. 
Electrons cattered at angles 0" ~ 6 mrad with re- 
spect to the beam axis, and with energies 0.2Ee < 
EL < 0.9Ee, are deflected by beam magnets away from 
the electron beam orbit. They leave the electron beam 
pipe through a steel window at a distance of 27.3 m 
from the IP and hit the electron calorimeter (EDET) 
at 34.7 m from the IP. 
A background arises from the bremsstrahlung of
beam electrons on the residual gas in the beam pipe. It 
has the same signature as the main process and a sim- 
ilar differential cross section. The subtraction of this 
background is done by measuring the bremsstrahlung 
rate from the pilot electron bunch (Rvaot). If the cur- 
rent in the pilot bunch is Ipaot and the total current is 
/tot then 
/tot 
Rep = Rtot -  Rpilot " /pilot' (4)  
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where Rep is the electron proton bremsstrahlung 
rate, and Rtot the total measured rate. In addition 
to the rates, data from a fraction of the luminos- 
ity events are continuously recorded to monitor the 
calibration of the calorimeters, the efficiency of the 
Cerenkov veto, the geometrical cceptance and the 
background conditions. The geometrical cceptance 
for the bremsstrahlung photons is about 98%, in- 
dependent of the photon energy, and is measured 
using the position detector. The acceptance for the 
bremsstrahlung electrons is measured to be above 
70% for the electrons with energies in the range 
0.35Ee < E~ < 0.65Ee. For the luminosity determi- 
nation we count the rate of electrons with these ener- 
gies, in coincidence with high energy photons which 
did not convert in the carbon filter. Typical rates of 
50-100 Hz were obtained uring the running period. 
For photoproduction, the electron calorimeter tags 
events in the Q2 range from 10 -7 to 2 × 10 -2 GeV 2. 
4.2. The calorimeter 
The calorimeter [7] consists of plates of depleted 
uranium interleaved with plastic scintillator. The 
three sections of the calorimeter (Forward, Barrel 
and Rear) are shown as FCAL, BCAL and RCAL 
in fig. la. Their thicknesses are 7.1, 5.3 and 4 ab- 
sorption lengths, respectively. The calorimeter is seg- 
mented longitudinally into an electromagnetic sec- 
tion (EMC) and two (one) hadronic sections (HAC) 
in FCAL, BCAL (RCAL). The scintillator tiles form 
cells, which are read out via wavelength shifter bars, 
light guides, and photomultipliers. Typical transverse 
cell sizes are 5 cm × 20 cm (10 × 20) in the FCAL, 
BCAL (RCAL) EMC sections, and 20 cm × 20 cm 
in all the HAC sections. There are 20 cm x 20 cm 
holes in FCAL and RCAL for the beam pipe. The 
active area of FCAL (RCAL) starts at 45 (68) mrad 
relative to the beam direction. The solid angle cov- 
erage is 99.8% in the forward hemisphere and 99.5% 
in the rear hemisphere. The calorimeter is compen- 
sating, giving equal response to hadrons and elec- 
trons. Under test beam conditions without material 
in front of the calorimeter, the energy resolution for 
electrons was tr(E)/E = 0.18/v/-E@ 1% (E in GeV, 
stands for addition in quadrature) and for hadrons 
was o(E) /E  = 0.35/x/E~ 2% [7,8]. In the off-line 
reconstruction, ceils were ignored which had energy 
less than 60 MeV in the EMC sections, or 100 MeV 
in the HAC sections. 
The signals from the photomultipliers are used to 
provide fast timing information. The average times 
tF and tR for signals in the FCAL and RCAL cells are 
measured to typically 1 ns accuracy by using cells with 
energy greater than 1 GeV. The time t = 0 for each 
of the cells is defined as the average time at which 
particles emitted at the IP reach the cell. 
4.3. The central tracldng detector 
The central tracking detector (CTD) [9] consists 
of 72 cylindrical drift chamber layers organized into 
9 'superlayers'. Four of these superlayers (2, 4, 6 and 
8) have small stereo angles to allow the three dimen- 
sional reconstruction of tracks. All wires will have 
100 MHz FADCs to allow accurate reconstruction in 
the r-~b plane. The three innermost axial superlayers 
( 1, 3 and 5) are in addition instrumented with z-by- 
timing electronics [10], which measures the z coor- 
dinate from the difference in the time of arrival of 
pulses at each end of the wire. It also measures the r- 
coordinate from the arrival time of the pulse at the 
wire relative to the beam crossing time (in intervals 
of 48 ns). In this data taking period only the z-by- 
timing electronics was used. The present resolution in 
multitrack events is measured to be about 4.5 cm in 
z and 1 mm in r-~b. 
4.4. The trigger 
For normal data taking, the trigger was optimized 
for deep inelastic scattering (DIS) and had only ~4% 
acceptance for photoproduction events. Special pho- 
toproduction runs were therefore taken using substan- 
tially lower energy thresholds than the DIS trigger. 
The photoproduction trigger equired an electron with 
energy above 1.5 GeV in the luminosity monitor, to- 
gether with an energy signal above threshold in at least 
one trigger tower in the calorimeter. The trigger towers 
are groups of calorimeter cells, of typical transverse 
size 20 cm×40 cm. The 'thresholds for cells within 
30 cm horizontally and vertically from the beamline 
were 10 GeV for the FCAL and RCAL HAC trigger 
towers, and 10 GeV and 2.5 GeV for the FCAL and 
RCAL EMC trigger towers, respectively. Away from 
the beam the thresholds were: 5 GeV for FCAL HAC 
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and EMC, 5 GeV for RCAL HAC and 2.5 GeV for 
RCAL EMC, and 1 GeV for BCAL HAC and EMC. 
Events with a signal from the C5 counters in time with 
the proton beam were rejected as proton beam associ- 
ated background. The trigger tower efficiency above 
threshold was >99%. Of the trigger towers, 3% were 
non-functioning (but none near the beam); this had 
a negligible ffect in the present measurement. 
4.5. The data selection 
Data were taken using the photoproduction trigger 
over a period of 7 hours of  running, yielding an in- 
tegrated luminosity of 227/ lb -  1 and 53212 recorded 
events. These were passed through the standard ZEUS 
reconstruction program. 
The main signature for an event to be accepted as 
a photoproduction candidate is a signal in the elec- 
tron tagger (EDET) in the energy range 5-25 GeV, in 
coincidence with energy in the uranium calorimeter. 
A maximum energy of 0.5 GeV was permitted in the 
photon detector of the luminosity monitor. 
A major source of background comes from random 
coincidences between a bremsstrahlung event and a 
proton beam gas or beam wall event. This background 
can be substantially reduced by using the timing in- 
formation from the calorimeter, since particles gen- 
erated upstream of the detector each RCAL ~ 12 ns 
earlier than those emitted from the IP. Fig. 2a shows 
a plot of tv - tR versus tR, demonstrating a clear sep- 
aration between the background events and the pho- 
toproduction candidates. A cut of l tF  --  tR l<  5 ns ,  
I tR l<  5 ns, was imposed. 
The above cuts still leave random coincidences be- 
tween bremsstrahlung events and background events 
originating in the detector egion. These events were 
rejected by demanding a minimum deposit of 1.1 GeV 
in RCAL. Monte Carlo studies show that photopro- 
duction events which are accepted by the trigger will 
almost always deposit at least 1.1 GeV in RCAL. The 
background events deposit less than 1 GeV. 
To summarize, the selection criteria applied to the 
photoproduction candidate sample are: 
- 5<EI<25GeV,  E r<0.5GeV,  
- ] tF - -  tR l< 5 ns, I tR [< 5 ns, 
- El~CAL > 1.1 GeV. 
The 212 events which satisfied these conditions were 
scanned by at least wo physicists to remove a contam- 
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Fig. 2. (a) Plot of the time difference between FCAL and 
RCAL signals, tF-- ta, versus the RCAL time, ta. (b) Plot of 
the reconstructed vertex for photoproduction candidates and 
(c) background events having a bremsstrahlung si nature 
in the luminosity monitor. The vertex was calculated by 
demanding atleast wo well reconstructed tracks in the CTD. 
ination of cosmic ray events, and 182 events were ac- 
cepted as photoproduction candidates. Vertices were 
calculated for all events with at least two well recon- 
structed tracks in the central tracking detector [11 ]; 
72% of the photoproduction candidates fell into this 
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category. Their vertex positions were found to peak 
close to the origin, in contrast to the uniform distri- 
bution in z characteristic of beam gas events (figs. 
2b, 2c). Beam gas events were selected by requiring a
random coincidence between abremsstrahlung event 
detected in the luminosity monitor, together with an 
event with at least wo reconstructed tracks in the cen- 
tral tracking detector. 
The remaining background in this event sample 
comes mainly from electron gas scattering. It has been 
estimated by using data from a dedicated run with 
only the electron beam, and passing the events through 
the whole analysis procedure. Only one event sur- 
vived. Furthermore, no event in the final sample was 
from the electron pilot bunch. The electron gas back- 
ground was found to be less than 5% and has been 
neglected. 
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4.6. Acceptance alculation 
For calculating acceptances, the existing enerators 
PYTHIA [ 12 ] and HERWlG [ 13 ] were adapted to 
photoproduction. The scattered electron was gener- 
ated according to the ALLM [4] prescription, which 
provides a smooth description of the transition from 
photoproduction to deep inelastic scattering. The 
'elastic' channel 7P --' pop was incorporated by us- 
ing standard p0 parameters and an s-channel helicity 
conserving decay. The slope of the t distribution was 
taken as 10 GeV -2 [14]. The channel 7P ~ 7P can 
be neglected [ 14 ]. The inelastic diffractive reactions 
were generated according to the behaviour measured 
for photoproduction at lower energies [15 ]. For in- 
variant masses of the diffractive system Mx > 2 
GeV, a 1/M2x dependence was assumed, with a t 
slope of 5 GeV -2. The generated events were pro- 
cessed through the standard programs for detector 
and trigger simulation and event reconstruction. 
The acceptance ofthe electron tagger for photopro- 
duction events has a broad maximum of about 60% 
in the energy range 10-16 GeV, independent of the 
details of the photoproduction process. For the calcu- 
lation of the total 7P cross section we have used only 
the 97 events with a scattered electron in this energy 
range (fig. 3a). 
The acceptance of the main detector is process de- 
pendent. Using PYTHIA and HERWlG, we have gen- 
erated the following six subprocesses: low Pr reac- 
Fig. 3. (a) The energy of the scattered electron as measured 
by the tagger (EDET), for photoproduction events. (b)-(d) 
The energy deposited in FCAL, BCAL, and RCAL, respec- 
tively, for photoproduction events for which the scattered 
electron energy is in the range 10-16 GeV. The shaded is- 
tributions are the predictions from the Monte Carlo. 
tions, elastic scattering (as defined above), single and 
double inelastic diffraction, and direct photon and re- 
solved photon hard interactions (requiring transverse 
momenta of greater than 1 GeV/c in the hard scat- 
tering system). The acceptance for elastic events var- 
ied between 0.10-0.27, depending on the details of 
the model used. The acceptance for single and dou- 
ble inelastic diffractive vents was 0.40 and 0.50, re- 
spectively, that for low pr reactions was 0.70, and for 
the hard subprocesses the acceptance was 0.80. The 
values obtained from PYTHIA and HERWlG were 
similar. 
The energy measured in the different parts of the 
calorimeter is displayed in figs. 3b-3d. The shaded 
distributions are the predictions of PYTHIA, using a 
mixture of 20% diffractive (including an elastic con- 
tribution) and 80% low/rr photoproduction events 
which were passed through the same analysis as the 
data. The agreement is satisfactory. The distributions 
obtained from HERWlG give similarly good agree- 
ment with the data. There are 18 events which de- 
posit almost no energy in FCAL (fig. 3b). These are 
most likely either elastic or inelastic diffractive vents 
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where no fragments are detected in FCAL. The fact 
that the Monte Carlo prediction is in agreement with 
this observation adds to the confidence inthe assumed 
relative abundances for these processes and therefore 
in the computation ofthe acceptance. We have inves- 
tigated the effect of varying the parameter governing 
the PT of jet fragmentation in PYTHIA, in the range of 
4- 200 MeV/c about its nominal value of 350 MeV/c. 
This changed the acceptance for low PT events be- 
tween 0.54 and 0.79. We consider this to represent a 
safe estimate of our uncertainty of the acceptance for 
soft processes. 
Within limits constrained by the fraction of events 
with no FCAL energy, we have varied the fraction of 
single diffractive vents (including elastic) between 
0.20 and 0.40 of the total [14,16,17], and have also 
investigated the effect of including admixtures of the 
hard processes. Since the acceptance of the latter is 
close to the central value of 0.70 used for the low PT 
process, their inclusion does not affect he overall ac- 
ceptance significantly. Overall main detector trigger 
acceptances varying in the range 0.49-0.68 were ob- 
tained. This spread is lower than that obtained for the 
low PT process alone because the data require a higher 
(lower) fraction of low PT events with lower (higher) 
acceptance. For the cross section calculation, a figure 
of 0.59 ± 0.09 was used. 
5. Results 
The scattered electron energy range E~ = 10-16 
GeV corresponds toa yp centre of mass energy range 
of 186 < v~ < 233 GeV. Using the average combined 
acceptance for the main detector and the electron tag- 
ger of 0.37, and the measured integrated luminosity, 
we obtain the cross section: 
O'tot(yp) = 154+ 16/~b, (5) 
143 5:17/tb. (2) The cross section was calculated us- 
ing data from runs with the DIS trigger. The DIS trig- 
ger thresholds give an acceptance for photoproduction 
events which is about 10 times smaller than that for 
the photoproduction trigger. The 23 events from this 
sample give a cross section of atot (yp) = 161 5:34/tb. 
All errors quoted in these checks are statistical only. 
5.1. Radiative corrections 
The measured cross section may be affected by ra- 
diative processes of the type ep ~ e'yX. In order to 
obtain the Born cross section one needs to apply ra- 
diative corrections to the measured ata in the spe- 
cific experimental situation. We studied these effects 
with two different programs. One uses an analytical 
approach (TERAD [18]) and the other is based on 
Monte Carlo techniques (HERACLES [ 19]). These 
programs were originally written for the deep inelas- 
tic region, and have been modified for the photopro- 
duction region where, because of the low Q2 values in- 
volved, the quark parton model interpretation is un- 
reliable and the electron mass cannot be neglected. 
Although the radiative corrections can be quite ap- 
preciable for certain y and Q2 values calculated from 
the final state electron, they become small when the 
experimental conditions are included. There are two 
particular factors which reduce the corrections: the 
Er < 0.5 GeV cut in the angular acceptance r gion 
of the photon detector of the luminosity system, and 
the cut ERCAL > 1.1 GeV. This latter cut puts a min- 
imum value of 60 GeV on the centre of mass energy 
of the hadronic system. The resulting radiative cor- 
rections by both TERAD and HERACLES are about 
1%, and have therefore been neglected. The number 
of radiative events rejected by the selection criteria 
was consistent with these estimates. 
5.2. Systematic errors 
where the error is statistical only and radiative cor- 
rections are not included. 
In order to check the sensitivity of this result o the 
trigger thresholds and the details of the simulation, we 
have performed the following checks: (1 ) The trigger 
thresholds inthe calorimeter were increased by 40% in 
the off-line analysis. This reduced the data sample to 
64 events, and resulted in a cross section ofato, (yp) = 
The principal sources of systematic error in this 
measurement are the uncertainties on the luminosity, 
the trigger acceptance of the main detector and the 
acceptance of the electron tagger. 
The main effects which contribute to the systematic 
error of the luminosity determination are the subtrac- 
tion of the beam gas background, the effect of the car- 
bon filter, background in the Cerenkov counter and 
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the geometrical cceptance. Test runs have been taken 
to study these effects. At the present state of analy- 
sis we estimate an 11% overall uncertainty, which is 
expected to be reduced by further investigations. 
The fractional systematic error on the acceptance of
the electron tagger is 10% and that of the acceptance 
of the main detector is 15%. Adding all systematic 
errors quadratically, the total systematic error is 21%. 
We thus quote the total photoproduction cross section 
at an average centre of mass energy of 210 GeV as 
Crtot(7P) = 154 ± 16 (stat.) ± 32 (syst.) #b. (6) 
6. Discussion of the result 
There exist various predictions for the value of the 
total photoproduction cross section at high energies. 
These are based either on a phenomenological Regge- 
type approach [20,4], or on perturbative QCD [21- 
25 ]. The predictions of the latter models depend on 
the patton parametrizations of the proton and the 
photon. They also depend on the value ofp~ nin, which 
is the lower limit of the integration of the part of the 
cross section coming from hard interactions, which is 
added to the soft cross section. 
Fig. 4 shows the total photoproduction cross sec- 
tion as a function of the 7P centre of mass energy W. 
It includes the lower energy measurements above the 
resonance region (W > 1.75 GeV) [26], together 
with the result of this experiment. The error shown 
includes the 10% statistical error added linearly to 
the 21% systematic error. The two solid curves, la- 
belled DL [20] and ALLM [4], are Regge-type anal- 
yses which have used the lower energy photopro- 
duct±on measurements, ogether with proton struc- 
ture function data, to predict the behaviour of the 
total 7P cross section at higher energies. The other 
four curves are predictions based on the assump- 
tion that the total cross section is the sum of a soft 
and a hard part, using the eikonal formalism [2]. 
All four use the KMRS [27] parametrization for 
the parton distribution in the proton. The dotted 
curve uses the LAC1 [28] parametrization for the 
parton distributions in the photon taking p~nin ----. 1.4 
GeV/c. The dashed curve is the same with a p~i, = 2 
GeV/c. The two dash-dotted curves use the DG [29] 
parametrization for parton distributions in the pho- 
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Fig. 4. The total 7P cross section measurements a  low en- 
ergies (full circles) together with that measured by ZEUS 
at HERA (full square). The lower solid curve is the pre- 
diction of the ALLM parametrization a d the higher solid 
curve is that of DL. The dotted (dashed) line uses the LAC 1 
parametrization for the photon with p~nin= 1.4 GeV/c (2 
GeV/c). The dash-dotted lines use the DG parametriza- 
tion for the photon with p~ain = 1.4 GeV/c (upper line) and 
p~m=2.0 GeV/c (lower). 
ton, taking p~i,= 1.4 GeV/c (upper curve) and 
p~,n= 2.0 GeV/c (lower). Our measurement favours 
the lower theoretical predictions. 
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